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Dear Parents, Teachers and Guardians,  

We are delighted that you will be joining us for SRT’s The Little Company’s production of Hare & Tortoise. It is our mission and passion to bring the 
arts to children and allow them to experience the magic of theatre.  

Engaging with the performing arts exposes children to new ideas and forms of creativity. This allows them to engage with issues and ideas through 
fiction, encouraging empathy and critical thinking.  

The activities in this Learning Pack are useful for integrating arts activities based on the play into your classroom and curriculum. Some of them are 
designed to prepare your students to see the show and others are designed to extend and deepen their experience of it afterwards. The activities 
relate to different aspects of the play such as the characters, plot, themes, songs, and setting.  

This Learning Pack aims to have activities for different age groups, for individual work, pair/group work and for the whole class. Some activities are 
designed for children to work independently, and others require more structured guidance from the teacher(s). Each activity also aims to relate to 
specific learning goals such as language and literacy, motor skill development, discovery of the world, aesthetics, numeracy, and social and emotional 
development. As adults, you know your students best and are therefore welcome to use or adapt the activities and questions to suit their needs.  

 We hope to continue to partner with you in bringing the arts to young people.  

The SRT Learning and Engagement Team  
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WELCOME FROM SRTWELCOME FROM SRT



SRT’s The Little Company

The Little Company was founded in 2001 by the Singapore Repertory Theatre, based on the belief that children deserve the same quality of theatre 
as adults. We aim to enthral children from ages 2 to 12 with theatre that is written, designed, and performed specifically for them by professional 
adult actors. Past performances include TLC Classic Christmas Stories, TLC Classic Stories, The Gingerbread Man, Nursery Crimes, The Nightingale, and 
Chicken Little.

Past Mandarin performances include Gretel and Hansel, Fantastic Mr Fox, The Cat in the Hat, and Little Red Riding Hood.  

SRT Learning & Engagement 

SRT’s Learning and Engagement is committed to bringing meaningful and relevant programmes to young people, educators, and the theatre 
industry. We believe that theatre has the power to engage and transform. As such, we collaborate with leading artists and educators in Singapore 
and around the world to provide:    

• Inquiry based and experiential learning for YOUNG PEOPLE.  

• Skill development in pedagogy and content for EDUCATORS.  

• On-going training for professionals and emerging talents in the THEATRE INDUSTRY. 
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GET TO KNOW USGET TO KNOW US



Taking children to see the performing arts should be memorable and enjoyable for everyone involved. Practicing good theatre manners will 
enhance everyone’s experience: children, adults, other patrons, and performers.     

Here are a few useful guidelines for you to impart to your students before attending a performance by SRT’s The Little Company (TLC). These 
tips are intended to help the children be fully aware of what is expected of them when visiting the theatre.   

Before the show:

1. Prepare your students in advance for what is expected of them when they arrive at the theatre.   
2. All audience members should remain seated throughout the entire performance.  
3. Participation and laughter at the appropriate moments is encouraged! (Most TLC shows ask for participation). However, talking loudly at other 

moments distracts other audience members as well as the cast.   
4. Eating and drinking is not allowed in the theatre.  
5. If your students carry mobile phones, please ensure that they are turned off. Ideally, encourage your students to hand any mobile phones or 

other devices that make noise to a teacher.   
6. Arrive on time, at least 15 minutes before the start of the performance.  Arrive earlier if you are bringing many students.   
7. Upon arriving, an SRT staff member will show you to an area where your group can wait. Please note that running around in the theatre lobby 

and on the stairs is not safe.   
8. Encourage your students to use the bathroom before the start of the performance.   

After the show:

1. At the end of the show, encourage your students to applaud and cheer if they enjoyed the performance.   
2. Have your students remain seated until after the performers’ curtain call, and to start exiting only when you or another teacher asks them to do so.
  
Thank you for following these guidelines. We look forward to seeing you and your students and hope you enjoy the show! 

theatre etiquettetheatre etiquette
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THEATRE ETIQUETTETHEATRE ETIQUETTE



A modern take on Aesop’s Fable – The Hare and The Tortoise – a fun, fast-paced play about 
friendship

Harri and Tatta have a race to win. The only problem they have is each other.

Forced to travel the route together, speedy Harri and steady Tatta become instant 
frenemies who can’t agree on anything — Harri is desperate to go faster, but Tatta can’t 
and doesn’t want to keep up. A host of colourful characters along the way offer new 
challenges until a wrong turn finds the pair stuck above the road in a construction site 
unable to move in any direction at all.

Can they find common ground? Will they make it to the finish line? And does slow and 
steady really win the race?

This contemporary adaptation explores the notion of speed in a literal and metaphorical 
sense. In today’s winner-takes-all world, it’s never been more essential to be able to keep 
up. But what does it mean to be fast or slow, and how can we make space for everyone’s 
talents and abilities?

This new adaptation is aimed at children aged 3 upwards. 

theatre etiquettetheatre etiquette
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ABOUT ABOUT HARE & TORTOISEHARE & TORTOISE



theatre etiquettetheatre etiquette
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THE ORIGINS AND THE PLAY – THE ORIGINS AND THE PLAY – HARE & TORTOISEHARE & TORTOISE

About Aesop’s Fables

Aesop’s fables are the world’s best-known 
collection of folk tales on morality. 

These fables were originally shared not 
just as a form of entertainment but to 
relay certain teachings or messages. It is 
estimated that there are 725 fables – 
each relaying varying morals or lessons 
for it’s listeners to learn.

These early stories are often portrayed 
by animals or insects – typically cats, dogs, 
birds, and ants, to represent situations 
many humans would encounter.

What is a Folktale?

Folktales are traditional stories 
that people pass on mainly through 
word of mouth such as fables, fairy 
tales, and old wives’ tales.

A Message from 
the Playwright: 

This is not a traditional take on The 
Hare and the Tortoise tale. Yes, it 
discusses and debates speed, but 
slow and steady is only half the story 
here, and in isolation it is not enough 
to win the race. 

In this adaptation, I wanted to create 
a world where working together and 
embracing our differences could lead 
to outcomes which are better than 
anything we can achieve individually.

                                                                                                                                   
– Kate Golledge, playwright of 
Hare & Tortoise



At the start of the play, Harri and Tatta were given a compass by Coach Y to help them navigate their way through the race. Here is a fun and 
interactive exercise to learn more about directions!

 

Instructions
1. Begin by explaining to the class what a compass is and the 4 different cardinal directions that can be found on each corner of the compass. 
2. Set up the markers/signs in the chosen venue according to North, South, East, and West. Make sure to leave sufficient space for movement 

between each marker/sign. 
3. Then, have the participants stand in the middle of the 4 points. 
4. Inform the participants that you will be calling out the different directions one at a time and they are to walk towards the corresponding area 

indicated by the markers/signs. 
5. Once familiar, have the participants think of interesting ways they could move to each set area such as hopping like a hare to north, or crawling 

slowly like a tortoise to east. 
6. After deciding, repeat the activity again with the new movements selected. 

HOT TIP: If the class is too large, split the class up into smaller groups of 8 to 10 and have each group take turns playing the game while the 
others observe.

theatre etiquettetheatre etiquette
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NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, & WEST!NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, & WEST!

Suitable for: 3 to 6 years-old Duration: 15 to 20 Minutes    

Recommended class size: 5 to 40 participants Recommended Venue: A spacious classroom with tables and chairs pushed to 
the side or a dance studio. 

Subject areas • Language & Literacy 
• Discovery of the World

21st Century Skills: • Communication, Collaboration, and Information Skills
• Critical and Inventive Thinking

Resources required: • 4 markers/signs with North, 
South, East, West written on 
each.

Learning Outcomes From this activity, participants will be able to…
• Learn about cardinal directions
• Develop focus and spatial awareness
• Explore creative movement 



Tatta and Harri are complete opposites, like chalk and cheese! In this exercise, let’s learn about opposites through our bodies and voice

theatre etiquettetheatre etiquette
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OPPOSITES ATTRACT!OPPOSITES ATTRACT!

Suitable for: 3 to 8 years-old Duration: 15 to 20 Minutes    

Recommended class size: 5 to 40 participants Recommended Venue: A spacious classroom with tables and chairs pushed to 
the side or a dance studio. 

Subject areas • Language & Literacy 
• Motor Skill Development

21st Century Skills: • Communication, Collaboration, and Information Skills
• Critical and Inventive Thinking

Resources required: NIL Learning Outcomes From this activity, participants will be able to…
• Learn about opposites of fast/slow, loud/soft, and big/

small. 
• Explore the use of their voice 
• Develop their listening skills
• Express themselves through movement

Tatta: 
When things get too fast, 

I just can’t think.

Harri: 
I’m the opposite — when things

get too slow, I can’t listen.



Instructions
1. When planning the activity, think of an action to correspond with each descriptor. An example would be shaking your hands vigorously to 

show fast and moving rigidly like a robot to indicate slow. 

2. Before conducting the exercise, ask the class what is the definition of the word, “Opposites”? Relate it to the characters of Harri and Tatta — 
Harri likes to do things quickly and get ahead, while Tatta prefers to take their time to observe. 

3. Discuss with the class what other common opposites they might know of — Loud vs. Soft and Big vs. Small. 

4. Then, invite the class to follow your lead by going through the various actions and their corresponding movements. 

5. When the class is familiar with the various actions, inform them that you are going to challenge them whereby the are to do the opposite of 
what you are doing. Here is a suggested sequence: 

EXTENSION: As a pair work exercise, split the class up into pairs. Label them ‘A’ and ‘B’. A starts by leading 3 to 5 actions. B is to respond by 
doing the opposing action. After A has completed all 3 to 5 rounds, repeat the exercise again with B leading this time. 

theatre etiquettetheatre etiquette
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OPPOSITES ATTRACT!OPPOSITES ATTRACT!

Descriptor

Fast/Slow 
Loud/Soft 
Big/Small 

Teacher 

Moving slowly like a robot 
Saying ‘Hello!’ loudly 
Stretching your arms and legs out widely like a star 

Participants

Shaking hands vigorously
Saying ‘Hello!’ softly
Curling their body into a small ball



In the play, we see Harri and Tatta work together through a series of obstacles to finish the race. Create an immersive experience for your 
students by creating an obstacle race on teamwork of your own! 

 

Set Up
1. Begin by setting up the various activities in their designated zones. In Appendix A you will find a list of activities which you could choose to 

conduct as part of the obstacle course. 

Instructions
1. Pair the class up. Inform them that they are to work together to complete a series of tasks like Harri and Tatta in the play. Share with the 

participants that this is a game of teamwork and only by working together, will they go far. 

2. At the end of the obstacle course, discuss with the class what were the joys and challenges of working together. 

theatre etiquettetheatre etiquette
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OBSTACLE COURSEOBSTACLE COURSE

Suitable for: 6 to 8 years-old Duration: 30 to 60 Minutes    

Recommended class size: 6 to 20 participants Recommended Venue: A spacious classroom with tables and chairs pushed to 
the side or a dance studio. 

Subject areas • Motor Skill Development
• Social & Emotional Development
• Language & Literacy

21st Century Skills: • Communication, Collaboration, and Information Skills
• Critical and Inventive Thinking

Resources required: • Paper with riddle
• Multiple balls and buckets
• Floor markers

Learning Outcomes From this activity, participants will be able to…
• Collaborate as a team
• Develop their motor skills
• Solve a riddle



Harri’s days are always packed with activities. Sometimes, they get distracted and miss out on certain activities — which is a shame! Let’s help 
Harri stay on track by putting together a timetable.

Set Up
1. Cut out the picture cards provided in Appendix C. 

theatre etiquettetheatre etiquette
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HARRI’S TIMETABLEHARRI’S TIMETABLE

Suitable for: 5 to 8 years-old Duration: 30 to 45 Minutes    

Recommended class size: N.A. Recommended Venue: A classroom or equivalent

Subject areas • Numeracy
• Social and Emotional Development

21st Century Skills: • Communication, Collaboration, and Information Skills
• Critical and Inventive Thinking

Resources required: • Harri’s Timetable (Appendix B)
• Picture Cards (Appendix C)
• Whiteboard Markers

Learning Outcomes From this activity, participants will be able to…
• Organise a timetable
• Practice sequencing
• Identify time

Coach: 
That’s a lot of activities – 
how do you find the time?

Harri: 
Now me. I’ve been training for this my whole life. I play football, 
tennis, pickleball and Minecraft PLUS I’m grade 8 violin and I can 

write computer code. My Mum says I’m a natural champion.



Instructions
1. Have a discussion with your class on why it is important to have and keep to a timetable. 

2. Next, read out Harri’s busy schedule, found in Appendix B. 

3. Using a whiteboard, draw or write down the hours of the day beginning from 7am in the morning to 9pm at night. (Hot Tip: For younger 
participants, consider using lesser activities and symbols to denote the different timings in the day). 

4. Lay out the picture cards as seen in Appendix C and have the class work together to fill in Harri’s timetable based on what was found in 
Appendix B. 

EXTENSION: What does our daily timetable look like? Can we create a timetable of our own? 

theatre etiquettetheatre etiquette
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HARRI’S TIMETABLEHARRI’S TIMETABLE



From the play, we see Harri and Tatta take part in a race. Let’s create a race of our own through a viscosity experiment by investigating which 
liquid travels the fastest! 

 

Set Up
1. Print out a copy of Appendix D for each group to record their findings. 

2. Fill the syringes/pipettes with the same amount of the various liquids.

HOT TIP: This may get messy! Line the floor with newspaper or consider conducting the experiment outdoors.

theatre etiquettetheatre etiquette
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GUESS THE SPEED!GUESS THE SPEED!

Suitable for: 5 to 8 years-old Duration: 30 to 45 Minutes    

Recommended class size: N.A. Recommended Venue: A classroom or outdoor space

Subject areas • Discovery of the world
• Numeracy

21st Century Skills: • Communication, Collaboration, and Information Skills
• Critical and Inventive Thinking

Resources required: • Different liquids: Caramel, Dish 
Washing Soap, Ketchup, Oyster 
Sauce, Vegetable Oil etc.

• Writing materials
• Paper plates
• Syringes or pipettes
• Stopwatch

Learning Outcomes From this activity, participants will be able to…
• Practice their observation skills
• Compare the speed of different liquids 
• Measure time
• Document their results



Instructions
1. Split the class into small working group of 4 to 6 participants. 

2. Hand each group a paper plate and instruct them to divide the paper plate in half by drawing a line down the middle to create 2 tracks. 

3. Write the name of the two liquids on the top end of each half of the paper plate. 

4. Select 1 participant to be the timekeeper to record the time it takes for each liquid to travel from the top to the bottom end of the paper. 

5. Pick 2 other participants to squeeze the 2 different liquids out at the same time. 

6. Record down which liquid travelled the fastest and the time it took for each liquid to do so. 

7. Repeat with other available liquids, giving other participants in the group a chance to take on a role. 

HOT TIP: You could also have each group repeat the experiment again with the same liquids twice to measure the mean time each liquid took to 
travel. 

EXTENSION: For older participants, introduce them to the terms Hypothesis and Viscosity.

Hypothesis – (Noun) A prediction or educated guess that can be tested and can be used to guide further study.

Viscosity – (Noun) In physics, the quality of a fluid to resist the tendency to flow, or the degree to which a fluid has this quality.

Discuss with them why certain liquids may move faster than others. 

Answer: More viscous liquids usually flow slower compared to thinner liquids. Thicker liquids have more internal friction, causing them to slow 
down as they flow.

theatre etiquettetheatre etiquette
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GUESS THE SPEED!GUESS THE SPEED!



In the new race that Harri and Tatta designed, the first task was for the competitors to find a partner who is different from them and to find out 
something new about their partner as well. 

Using Harri and Tatta’s idea, let’s use this as an opportunity to get to know our peers better!

 

Instructions
1. Before starting the exercise, have the participants think of traits that they identify with. Such as: 

• I enjoy swimming.
• I am a big sister. 
• My favourite colour is green.

2. Next, invite them to go around the room to find someone who has different traits from them. 

HOT TIP: It is good to set a time limit of 5 to 10 minutes for this task to keep everyone on track.  

3. Once done, invite everyone to find a seat with their partner. 
4. Have the participants take the next 5 to 10 minutes to learn something new about their partner. Such as a special skill that they have or 

something they enjoy or dislike. 
5. After which, have the class sit in a circle and have each pair stand to present what are the differences between them and something new that 

they learnt about each another.

theatre etiquettetheatre etiquette
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NICE TO KNOW YOU!NICE TO KNOW YOU!

Suitable for: 5 to 8 years-old Duration: 30 to 45 Minutes    

Recommended class size: N.A. Recommended Venue: A classroom or equivalent

Subject areas • Language and Literacy
• Social and Emotional Development

21st Century Skills: • Communication, Collaboration, and Information Skills
• Civic Literacy, Global Awareness, and Cross-Cultural Skills

Resources required: • Writing materials (Optional) Learning Outcomes From this activity, participants will be able to…
• Practice their communication skills
• Build on their peer relationships
• Identify similarities and differences



Activity Preparation Instructions Remarks

Riddle Prepare a sheet of paper 
with your chosen riddle on 
it for each pair.

Hand each pair the sheet of paper with the riddle and give them 2 to 5 
minutes to solve it together.

Suggested riddle:
“What has many keys but 
can’t open any doors?”

Answer: A piano.

Collect the 
Oranges

Lay out multiple balls (or 
similar items) on the ground 
and prepare a bucket for 
each pair.

Pass each pair a bucket and inform them that they are to work together 
to collect X number of balls just like how Harri and Tatta picked up the 
oranges together. 

Table tennis/ping pong 
balls are great for this 
exercise as they resemble 
oranges.

Grandma’s 
Footsteps 

(also known as 
Red Light/Green 

Light)

In the designated space, 
place a marker to indicate 
the start and end zone of 
each point.

Have a teacher or adult take on the role of the Janitor from the play, where 
they are to stand at the end point with their back towards the class. 

Instruct the participants to hold hands or link arms with their partner where 
they are to travel together from the start to the end point of the space 
without being spotted by the Janitor. 

Whereby when the Janitor turns to face them, they are to freeze on the spot. 
However, when the Janitor isn’t looking, they are free to move forward. The 
tasks completes when they reach the end zone. 

Set up a challenge where 
should the pair lose 
contact with each other, 
they are to restart the 
activity from the starting 
point. 

Wheelbarrow In the designated space, 
place a marker to indicate 
the start and end zone of 
each point.

For this exercise, have the pair designate one person to be the Wheelbarrow 
and another to be the Construction Worker. Have the ‘Wheelbarrow’ lie on 
the ground in a push up position. Then get the ‘Construction Worker’ to lift 
the calves of the ‘Wheelbarrow’. 

As a unit they are to then travel from the start to the end point.

Remind the participants 
to exercise caution and 
safety when doing this 
activity.  

Below are a series of activities which you could use as part of the obstacle course. Feel free to revise or replace certain activities to better suit 
the needs of your students. 

theatre etiquettetheatre etiquette
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APPENDIX A: OBSTACLE COURSEAPPENDIX A: OBSTACLE COURSE



Harri is always busy doing something. Let’s look at Harri’s busy timetable together. 

theatre etiquettetheatre etiquette
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APPENDIX B: HARRI’S TIMETABLEAPPENDIX B: HARRI’S TIMETABLE

HARRI’S TIMETABLEHARRI’S TIMETABLE
9:00am: Breakfast

10:00am: Car Ride

11:00am: School

12:00pm: Lunch

1:00pm: Football Class

2:00pm: Bus Ride
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APPENDIX B: HARRI’S TIMETABLEAPPENDIX B: HARRI’S TIMETABLE

3:00pm: Tennis Class 6:00pm: Scoot Home 9:00pm: Bedtime

4:00pm: Walk 7:00pm: Dinner

5:00pm: Violin Class 8:00pm: Computer Time
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APPENDIX C: HARRI’S TIMETABLEAPPENDIX C: HARRI’S TIMETABLE

Cut out the various picture cards below to be used as part of the exercise to create Harri’s timetable.

Breakfast Bus Ride Bed Time Lunch Car Ride

School Football Class Scoot Home Dinner Walk

Computer Time Tennis Class Violin Class
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APPENDIX D: GUESS THE SPEED!APPENDIX D: GUESS THE SPEED!

Let’s see which liquid travels the fastest! Then use the table below to record down your results. 

Class: Date:

Group Members:

Trial No. Liquid 1 Time Taken
(Seconds)

Liquid 2 Time Taken
(Seconds)

Which liquid reached 
the end first?

Example Ketchup 10 Soap 7 Soap

1

2

3

4

5

6

The fastest liquid is: The slowest liquid is:

The liquids that travelled at similar speeds are:

Our Findings


